
Our company is hiring for a support program manager. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for support program manager

Work closely with the operations to understand the challenges they face
servicing the sellers, knowledge gaps, tools, SOP’s and propose solutions
that address them
This leader will be responsible for scoping the program - defining the right
operational infrastructure, the most efficient processes, the seller and
associate facing tools, the self-help content and associate facing SOP’s
They will build the Business Requirements Document (BRD) and seek concept
approval from leadership
They will be responsible for implementation – forecasting, resource
allocation, training and go-live decisions
They will deliver the business team’s goals and SeSu’s operational goals in
parallel and report performance against them
They will be responsible for observation and iteration - bringing the Voice of
the Seller (VoS) and the Voice of the Associate (VoA) to life for the program
sponsor, identifying further improvements that raise the experience bar for all
internal and external customers
Finally, The PM will be responsible for managing all communication between
business teams, tech teams and EU operations from associate to director,
across the EU and WW network
Coordinate with ops, technical, and leadership teams to identify operational
and seller requirements, and the impact of various projects and programs

Example of Support Program Manager Job
Description
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Engage with large sellers to gather feedback, onboard to new programs, and
ensure the highest quality of support for performance improvement

Qualifications for support program manager

Eleven or more years of progressively complex program administration
experience with at least five of those years managing programs
Technical expertise and application of program management principles,
concepts, and practice program management and leadership skills including
organizing, planning, scheduling, and coordinating workloads to meet
established deadlines or milestones
Eight (8) years or more experience working as a project manager in the life
sciences
Certification as a Project Management Professional (PMP) is preferred
Knowledge of the Department of Defense (DOD) planning, programming,
budgeting, execution system (PPBES) is preferred
Strong inter-personnel management skills


